After decades of industrial logging and forest
mismanagement, in 2014 the Liberian
government pledged that it will now only
issue forest licenses to the people who own
the forest, through Community Forest
Management Agreements (CFMAs).1 This
promising commitment was followed in 2016
by a consultation process to revise the legal
framework governing community forestry,
harmonising the 2011 Community Rights Law
(CRL) Regulation with Liberia’s other laws. It is
Global Witness’ understanding that a new CRL
Regulation is now in force (2017 CRL
Regulation).2
The process by which the 2017 CRL Regulation
was revised serves as a positive example of
consultative legal reform. However, the legal
framework governing community forestry in
Liberia remains underdeveloped on key issues
that, if left unaddressed, risk undermining the
ability of communities to manage their forests
themselves. At present, there are insufficient
safeguards to ensure it is the people who own
the forests that make decisions about how to
manage their resources. Failing to ensure this
may create CFMAs that violate the 2009
Community Rights Law.3 The legal framework
also contains loopholes that will allow

companies to log – and possibly clear-cut –
large swaths of forest. And the legal
framework is drafted in a way that
encourages industrial-scale logging.
References in the 2017 CRL Regulations to
rules that govern Liberia’s large logging
contracts encourage communities to partner
with logging companies and discourage them
from exploiting the diverse goods and services
they have enjoyed from their forests in the
past.
These issues can be addressed in two ways.
First, the Forestry Development Authority
(FDA) should work with Liberian civil society
groups, community representatives, and its
international partners to develop a regulation
and guidelines governing how communities
and companies interested in logging their
forests interact. Second, communities can
themselves develop by-laws that must be
followed by both the community members
who organize, and the community members
who ultimately manage, the CFMAs. Both the
former group – called Community Forestry
Organizing Committees (CFOC) – and the
latter group – Community Forestry
Management Bodies (CFMB) – should be
required to follow by-laws that can be
developed by the CFMB Union (CFMBU).
Details for what a new regulation, guidelines,

and by-laws should contain are included
below.
The FDA is currently considering approving
approximately 120 CFMA applications.4
Before it does so, Liberia’s legal framework
should be changed so that communities are
encouraged to manage their forests
themselves and are not left sitting on the
side-lines just collecting paltry rents from the
logging companies that are actually managing
the forests. It is also in the interest of the
FDA’s partners – the Voluntary Partnership
Agreement Support Unit, the EU, USAID, and
the World Bank – to make sure the rules
governing CFMAs create legal, sustainable,
community-managed forests. In particular, if
timber from CFMAs is eventually to be
exported and granted FLEGT licenses allowing
entry into the EU, it is critical that the VPA
Support Unit encourage reform processes
ensuring laws are in place to guarantee this
timber’s legality

Section 1.6 of the 2017 CRL Regulation
requires that all documents pertaining to
community forestry be made public, unless
such publication is barred by another law.5
However, despite repeated requests from civil
society groups, the FDA has provided little
information regarding the 120 CFMA
applications it has received.
Recent experience has shown that, if
information on forest license applications is
not made publicly available, there is a risk
that these licenses will be awarded without
following due process. As well as the secretive
Private Use Permits and the questions
hanging over the way in which FMCs were
allocated, investigations into the process by
which the Blouquia, Bluyeama, Doru, and Gbi
CFMAs were awarded have shown a lack of

knowledge among communities that their
forests were being illegally granted to logging
companies.6 As the FDA is asked to approve
such a large number of licenses, it must
ensure that past problems are not repeated
and that the law is followed.
The best way to ensure new CFMAs are
awarded legally and with the knowledge and
consent of communities is for all application
documents – and the process through which
the FDA is assessing applications – to be made
public. This should include access by
interested parties to documents at FDA
offices, such as those of the Community
Forestry Working Group Secretariat, and a
hotline that community members can call as
outlined in 2016 Global Witness brief Making
Community Forest Management Work for
Liberia.7
To ensure these procedures are followed, the
FDA should develop a guideline describing in
detail how it will make all information
pertaining to CFMA applications public and
easily accessible. Community leaders can
themselves also work to ensure all community
members have access to important
information, including in the CFMBU by-laws
requirements that CFOCs and CFMBs make all
documents pertaining to CFMAs available to
those who want to see them.

Liberia’s current community forestry legal
framework states that two members of the
National Legislature should be members of a
community’s Executive Committee.8
Experience has shown that legislators can
exert undue influence over the decisions of
communities, including rushing CFMA

communities such as Doru, and Gbi into
signing logging contracts.9
To prevent legislators from dictating
community decisions the FDA should develop
guidelines and the CFMBU should include
requirements in its by-laws for how CFMA
governance bodies should be structured.
These guidelines, which would cover the
CFOCs, CFMBs, Executive Committees, and
Community Assemblies, should create
safeguards preventing individual committee
members from exerting control over the
Committee or the other two bodies. The
guidelines should also draw from Liberia’s
experience in setting up Community Forestry
Development Committees (CFDC), and include
template constitutions and by-laws that CFMA
management bodies can draw upon. Given
the expertise Liberian NGOs have developed
whilst working with CFDCs, it is critical that
NGOs be involved in developing these
guidelines and governing documents.

That the FDA has demonstrated its willingness
to approve CFMA licenses offers a remarkable
opportunity to reverse decades of
mismanagement by giving control of forests
to the communities that own them, not the
companies that log them. Experience
worldwide has shown how communities
benefit when they manage forests
themselves, and a recent Liberian study
shows the potential benefits communities
could reap from commercializing their forests
themselves, including producing timber for
the domestic market.10 Indeed, in promoting
community-managed forests, the FDA has the
opportunity to fulfil Liberia’s 2006 Forest
Policy, the aim of which is:

“…to conserve and sustainably manage
all forest areas, so that they will
continue to produce a complete range
of goods and services for the benefit of
all Liberians and contribute to poverty
alleviation in the nation, while
maintaining environmental stability
and fulfilling Liberia’s commitments
under international agreements and
conventions.”11
However, for this opportunity to be realised
communities applying for CFMAs must be
able to make informed choices about how to
use their forests, be it conservation,
harvesting non-timber forest products
(NTFP), contracting with loggers, or a mix of
uses, in line with a holistic Community
Forestry Management Plan (CFMP).
Experience in the Bluyeama and Blouquia
CFMAs has shown that when communities
are not able to make such choices they are
instead directed only towards logging. And in
these CFMAs the communities have been
disempowered, with companies making
decisions about how the forest is managed,
failing to meet with community members,
and breaking promises about where roads
should be built.12
At present, the legal framework governing
CFMAs does not encourage choice, and
instead pushes communities towards
contracting with logging companies. Notably,
under Chapter 10 of the 2017 CRL
Regulations communities wishing to
monetise their forests are required to follow
Liberia’s Ten Core Regulations, which focus
overwhelmingly on the establishment of
logging contracts and are not suited to the
management of forests by communities.13
These provisions violate the CRL, which
establishes communities’ rights to make
informed choices about the best use of the
forests (Section 2.2(c)) and prohibits the FDA

from drafting regulations that bias
communities towards industrial logging
(Section 2.2(g)).14

logging companies and local elites,
demonstrating that it is not always
communities making decisions.

To correct this flaw, the FDA should draft a
new regulation that replaces Chapter 10 of
the 2017 CRL Regulation and instead guides
communities who wish to conduct
commercial activities to explore multiple
potential economic uses of their forests. The
new regulation should include references to
regulations that encourage community-forest
management, such as the Chain Saw Milling
and NTFP Regulations.15 The new regulation
should also include guidance for communities
that may wish to contract with logging
companies, but this guidance should not
simply transplant rules from the Ten Core
Regulations designed for logging contracts
issued by the government that leave
communities on the side-lines. Additional
recommendations for how a new regulation
could achieve this are included in the
following sections.

To better ensure it is communities and not
companies who are making informed
decisions, the FDA should describe in a new
regulation the process by which socioeconomic and resource reconnaissance
surveys should be developed and the detailed
information they should include. It should
also describe the process by which a
community drafts its CFMP, the type of
information that CFMPs should include, and
safeguards ensuring these documents are not
drafted by loggers.

In order to encourage communities to make
informed decisions about what to do with
their forests, the 2017 Regulation requires
that the FDA should work with communities
to conduct socio-economic and resource
reconnaissance surveys and for communities
to develop plans describing that they want to
do with their forests – called Community
Forest Management Plans (CFMP).16 To date,
however, many surveys led by the FDA have
been poorly executed or not done at all,
denying communities the information about
their resources and economic options needed
to make decisions about their forests.17 And
as described further below, there is also
evidence that CFMPs have been co-opted by

The CFMBU can also play a role ensuring that
communities have make informed choices
and are not pushed towards logging. CFMBU
by-laws could require that CFOCs and CFMBs
demand thorough surveys from the FDA, and
even lay out expectations of what a high
quality and useful socio-economic and
resource reconnaissance survey should
contain. The by-laws could also require that
communities consider the full diversity of
sustainable uses of their forests – including
conservation, NTFP harvesting, and logging –
when drafting their CFMPs. In addition, the
by-laws could require the active participation
of the entire community during the
development and approval of the CFMP.

To date, each approved CFMA that has not
been sponsored by an NGO or development
organisation has become attached to a
logging company. There is evidence that this
trend may continue, with reports of ties
between loggers and the recently-approved
Garwin CFMA.18 Despite this trend, the

current community forestry legal framework
does not contain safeguards to ensure that a
community consents to logging its forest, or –
if such consent is given – that the community
will get a good deal from a logging company.

CRL Section 4.9 states that a community may
request “financial and technical assistance”
from outside sources, which can include
logging companies, when developing and
implementing its CFMP.19 In practice, logging
companies dominating the CFMA application
process have exploited this clause, providing
assistance only in exchange for a logging
contract. Evidence collected by Global
Witness in the Blouquia, Bluyeama, Doru, and
Gbi CFMAs show that companies paid for
community meetings, paid for CFMB
registrations, substituted logging plans for
CFMPs, and ultimately paid to submit CFMA
applications. Subsequent interviews with
community members showed that many
were unaware that they had obtained a
CFMA at all.20
Global Witness has also received reports that
similar company “assistance” has been
offered in newer areas for which CFMA
applications have been submitted. In these
application areas people have signed deals
(sometimes called “Financial Support
Agreements” (FSA)) promising companies
logging access in exchange for money to set
up a CFMA even though the community has
not yet elected a CFMB. If these reports are
true then such deals have been signed by
people who are not elected by the
community and have committed
communities to logging before the forest has
been mapped, the community has developed
a CFMP or the community has been issued its
CFMA.

While deals such as FSAs are probably illegal
under Section 4.7(e) of the 2017 CRL
Regulation, which stipulates that only a CFMB
may negotiate with a company, that such
agreements are being made demonstrates
the risk posed by unregulated company
“assistance” to communities.21 In a new
regulation, the FDA should include safeguards
ensuring that any financial or technical
assistance provided to communities is not
done so in a way that obligates communities
to choose a particular use of their forest,
including issuing it to a company for logging.
The CFMBU, meanwhile, could include in its
by-laws a requirement barring community
members, including CFOC members, from
forming financial relationships with
companies that obligate communities to a
particular economic decision.

Under Chapter 6 of the CRL and Section 4.7 of
the 2017 CRL Regulation a CFMB may sign a
Commercial Use Contract (CUC) with a
company allowing the company to exploit the
community’s forest.22 However, at present,
the legal framework contains insufficient
safeguards to ensure that communities are
making the final decisions about whether to
sign CUCs and that they get a good deal when
negotiating with companies.

First, the current legal framework does not
make sure that a CFMB negotiating a CUC
does so in a transparent manner and with the
ultimate consent of the larger community.
Under 2017 CRL Regulation Section 3.2 it is
the CFMB and not the Community Assembly
that approves a CUC. However, the CUC may
be the largest decision a community makes,
having a profound impact upon how its forest
is treated. As such, it should be the
Community Assembly – essentially the entire

community – that should provide final
approval for a CUC.23
Second, the current framework contains no
guidance for what a CUC should look like. At
present, the FDA is accepting “Memoranda of
Understanding” (MOU) and “Third Party
Agreements” giving companies permission to
log as substitutes for CUCs. A review of the
two MOUs published on the FDA’s website
demonstrates that these are not negotiated
contracts in which communities are managing
their forests: allowing logging in some places,
farming elsewhere, and negotiating the
sustainability and financial terms under which
a company can operate. 24 Instead, these
MOUs are very similar to “Social
Agreements,” the deals struck between
communities near FMCs and TSCs that give
companies license to log without community
input or skills transfer, and oblige companies
– under duress – to provide a little in the way
of infrastructure or cash as compensation. 25
Both the FDA and the CFMBU should act to
improve the process by which communities
negotiate CUCs with companies. The FDA
(through regulation) and the CFMBU (through
by-laws) should make clear that communities
holding a CFMA cannot sign an MOU, Third
Party Agreement, or Social Agreement with a
company in lieu of a legally-binding CUC.
Instead, communities wishing to work with a
logging company must negotiate a legallybinding contract outlining full terms and
conditions, similar to that included in a
government-issued concession agreement.
The FDA should develop a model contract fit
for the purpose that communities may draw
from if they choose. This contract should be
called a CUC, as required by Chapter 6 of the
CRL.26

Third, communities should be provided
guidance so that they are better able to
negotiate with well-resourced logging
companies. A new regulation and by-laws
should make clear that communities can
negotiate all terms of a CUC with a company.
They should also ensure that negotiations are
transparent, including that the Community
Assembly has access to company prequalification documents. In the case that
companies are bidding for a CUC, the
Community Assembly should be involved in
the bid evaluation process. And communities
should be provided with a guide for how to
conduct negotiations, using the new Social
Agreement Negotiations Guide as a model.27
This Guide should, however, be adapted to
reflect the fact that CUCs are very different
contracts than Social Agreements, as outlined
above.

As a result of the evolution of Liberia’s legal
framework from a NFRL and Ten Core
Regulations to the CRL and its new regulation
a substantial loophole exists for logging
companies seeking contracts between 5,001
and 49,999 ha. At present, Liberian law
includes guidance for how communities
should obtain forest licenses of any size
(CFMAs), and for how companies should
obtain small logging licenses (TSCs, 5,000 ha)
and large logging licenses (FMCs, 50,000 250,000 ha). The law contains little guidance,
however, for how companies can obtain
“medium” logging licenses of between 5,001
and 49,999 ha in size from either the
government or a community.28 Indeed, there
are currently no laws ensuring such licenses
are subjected to a transparent bidding
process or that companies only log within
certain limits preventing them from clearcutting the forest.

This loophole has been noticed already by
logging companies. Many of the CFMA
applications for which Global Witness has size
information are close to – but conveniently
just under – the 49,999 ha size limit for a
Medium CUC. In addition to demonstrating
the need for further regulation of Medium
CUCs, this trend suggests that CFMA sizes are
being dictated by companies and not by
communities in violation of CRL Section 1.3,
which states that communities must selfidentify their size and location.29 In contrast,
CFMAs that were supported by development
agencies have been comparatively small in
size, with none larger than 7,000 ha.
Under CRL Section 6.2, the FDA cannot force
a bidding procedure for Medium CUCs.30
However, the Authority can create guidelines
to ensure communities have the best possible
opportunity to contract with responsible
companies, including encouraging
communities to subject companies to a
competitive procedure that focuses on local
employment, infrastructure development,
and financial compensation. The FDA can also
require through regulation that each
company wishing to obtain a CUC undergo a
thorough pre-qualification process that
provides information on the company’s
ownership and track record. This information
should be given to the community before it
enters negotiations so that it knows what
kind of company it is dealing with. Similarly,
the CFMBU can include in its by-laws
requirements that CFMBs subject all potential
companies to a transparency prequalification process and a competitive
bidding procedure.
Finally, to prevent logging companies from
using the Medium CUC loophole to clear-cut
swaths of Liberian forest, the FDA should
include in its new regulation (and the CFMBU
in its by-laws) sustainable logging restrictions.

These include cut limits akin to those
applicable to FMCs and language that
prevents companies from obtaining two
contiguous Medium CUCs from neighbouring
communities, or from any party pressuring
communities to operate as a single unit in
order to create a larger forest management
unit.

Global Witness is encouraged by
commitments made the Liberian government
to promote community-based forest
management and believes that the country
can both empower its citizens and conserve
its forests if these CFMAs and CUCs are
regulated correctly. However, experience to
date suggests it is too easy for CFMAs to be
co-opted by logging companies and local
elites for narrowly commercial and
unsustainable ends, and that Liberia’s current
legal framework is not well-suited to prevent
this from occurring again and again in the
future. Before future CFMA applications are
assessed and approved, it is important that
both the FDA and CFMBU first develop the
legal tools necessary to safeguard
communities and the forests, and it is for this
reason that we believe a new FDA regulation
and CFMBU by-laws should be drafted.
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